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ALL-PURPOSE AND ABRASION-RESISTANT, THE GENERAL UTILITY PLUSTM GLOVE BY
YOUNGSTOWN® OFFERS THE BEST DURABILITY TO PRICE RATIO BAR NONE

If youʼre looking for the best all-purpose protection for your hands, you need not look further than the General
Utility PlusTM glove by Youngstown Glove Company®.  The companyʼs number one selling glove, the General
Utility Plus glove gives your hands everything they need – from lab and field-tested safety to ergonomically
designed-comfort – in order to perform virtually any task from handling lumber to general construction activities.
Perhaps most notably, along with proven patterns, innovative materials and a wide variety of carefully designed
features, the General Utility Plus glove is available at a remarkably reasonable price (MSRP is $21.99).

The Youngstown General Utility Plus gloveʼs functionality and durability is founded on thorough and calculated
design.  Beginning with the palm, the gloveʼs robustness starts with a durable synthetic suede base layer that will
not shrink, stretch or harden.  Non-slip reinforcement throughout the palm, fingers and thumb give the wearer the
tightest grip possible all while providing increased durability.  Additional non-slip saddles are put in place to
extend durability and grip in critical wear areas.

The palm also incorporates reinforced synthetic suede fingertip protection as well as a terry cloth thumb to easily
wipe away sweat and debris.  All reinforcement features in the palm are double stitched with nylon thread to
ensure the integrity of the glove and keep materials in place even when performing the most rugged of jobs from
moving metal beams and pallets to repositioning machinery or handling shipments.

When it comes to the back of the hand again, no details were spared.  The Youngstown General Utility Plus glove
protects against nicks and scrapes with padded neoprene across the knuckles.  Directional stretch nylon works to
wick away heat and moisture keeping hands cool and comfortable.  A breathable neoprene cuff lends wrist
support and additional comfort.  Finally, an adjustable Velcro closure guarantees a snug fit, keeping out dirt
and debris.

The Youngstown General Utility Plus glove is available in sizes small through XXX large and is
machine washable.

Youngstown Glove Company manufactures the worldʼs most durable performance work gloves.  Founded in
2002, the company has been unwavering in their commitment to quality, innovation and customer satisfaction.
Offering more than 30 performance work glove styles available in sizes small through XXX large, the company
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strives to exceed the demanding needs of professional workers.  Every Youngstown style developed endures
extensive testing – both in the laboratory and in the field – prior to being slipped onto customer hands.  Thorough
testing, proven patterns, innovative materials and meticulous quality control are all hallmarks of a company with a
simple goal: to design the best working gloves youʼve ever owned.

For more information on Youngstown Glove Companyʼs full line of advanced, premium quality products,

contact Youngstown Glove Company at 28720 Roadside Drive #399, Agoura Hills, CA 91301.

· Telephone (800) 680-7177 · Or visit www.ytgloves.com.
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